
Final Examination

Although often used as a tool to criticize the actions of  those who came before us, hindsight

can also be useful in looking into how previous authors and artists have influenced and impressed

theirs and others’ ideas into the wider society and culture circle. For many modern movements and

ideologies, the past has unfortunately frequently shown how much worse the conditions of  life were

for certain oppressed groups. Specifically, gender and racial differences often allowed for ease of

ostracization and Othering of  said oppressed groups and progress seemed to have taken effect only

as time has moved forward to our modern day. Many fledgling variations of  “-isms” that existed in

that past have subsequently not aged well since much of  the cultural climate where they had

originated from has been utterly transformed. One such “-ism”—protofeminism—stands as an

example of  how time has framed the original roots of  modern thought as ‘backwards’ and ‘ignorant’.

However, seeing where our modern ideologies stemmed from is an important part of  understanding

the underlying themes of  authors from the past and authors from today. There are still strong

similarities between their ideologies and ours, despite the movement of  time.

Protofeminism—the philosophic beliefs and tendencies that have traditionally preceded

what we now recognize as modern feminism—has always been a topic of  interest to us in the 21st

century. With the still everpresent modern struggle, peering into past authors’ depictions of  women

often ends up being nothing but disheartening. With disease, injury and infection rampant the

further back in time one looks, the dependence on healthy heternormative reproduction and the

emphasis on strict gender roles for women as baby-makers and emotional centers often discourages

thematic takeaways of  female agency when reading older texts. However, in an effort to digest and

interpret the nuances of  societies of  time periods before, and to refrain from silencing the female



voices that struggled to find and use their voice, understanding and analyzing protofeminist

depictions—specifically those showing women in monarchal positions of  power—can show us the

insight and introspection authors were exercising in their works. At such a time, peering back

through the lens of  history is a helpful method to observe and better understand the parallels

between our current understandings of  feminist theory and those of  the protofeminist predecessors.

Two authors who have both been noted as toters of  protofeminist ideas have been William

Shakespeare and Margaret Cavendish. While the two have obvious differences in style and tone in

their writings, the similarities of  their depiction of  the role of  women is worth noticing. Specifically

in the works of King Henry V and The Blazing World, the female leads both occupy monarchical

positions of  power, but ones that display the sphere of  female empowerment as a dog-eat-dog

situation, where one must dominate in order to be an individual, and to be autonomous. In each

work, the female leads show how women in monarchical positions either use others, or end up being

used.

In Shakespere’s King Henry V, the literal position of  Katherine the French princess, as a

monarch is juxtaposed against her role as part of  the spoils of  war. When King Henry watches his

compatriots leave to work out the peace treaty with the deposed French king, he says “Yet leave our

cousin Katharine here with us: / She is our capital demand, comprised / Within the fore-rank of  our

articles” (5.2.97-99). In no short terms, Henry refers to Katharine as “capital demand” (5.2.98),

referring to how possessing her is an essential part of  collecting reparations from the defeated

France and is a pivotal part of  the peace treaty they want the French to sign. This literal delegation

of  titles to Katharine, giving her the role of  capital demand is echoed later on in the scene, when

Henry asks “...Do / you like me, Kate?” (5.2.109). Instantly Henry has renamed her, without her



permission nor plea. Katharine is now Kate, according to Henry. Her position of  power in the social

structure lends her privilege, she is treated with kindness by the king as he confesses his love for her.

However in another way this is but a sham. Katharine is a political pawn, a postwar reward for

winning the battle. If  Henry wants to, he can simply force his hand, there is no need for Katharine

to profess her love for him, with or without ir, she will marry him.

On the grander narrative scale, the war between England and France that is the setting for

King Henry V is what adds the unpleasantness, the ‘ick’ factor to Henry and Katherine’s interactions.

In the playtext, identity is tied to the nations of  England and France. England in fact, is constantly

depicted as: strong, courageous, focused, and honorable in contrast to France, who is shown to be:

weaker, indecisive, foolish, and more emotional. The connection between character traits and the

perceived body of  a nation is not a mistake. Ernest Renan, in his essay “What Is a Nation?” he

specifically cites how some connect the existence of  a nation to a dynasty, which is the core of

reasoning that Henry uses to justify him going to war with France. According to political theorists

Renan says, “the grouping of  provinces effected by a dynasty by its wars, its marriages, and its

treaties, ends with the dynasty which had established it” (46). Benedict Anderson expands in Imagined

Communities that this nation that Renan was describing and that is depicted as the opposite entities of

England and France as well as Henry and Katherine is—in truth—imagined. The idea of  a nation is

“imagined as a community because regardless of  the actual inequality and exploitation that may

prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship” (7). Indeed both

Henry and Katherine are in the top circle of  their respective nation ‘communities’. However when

England faces France, it feels the “vulnerability of  exposure to [France]” (Holderness 224). Such

vulnerability in the face of  the effeminized image of  France threatens the identity of  England, “



[Henry’s] authority as monarch depends on victory: ‘ No King of  England, if  not King of  France’”

(225). From the literal story events, one can see how Katherine is used as a tool to be traded, but

more so she is a tool to cement Henry’s identity as a king, simply by her existing as a queen, married

to him, tying their nations together, through dynasty, community and identity. Her body is not her

own, indeed her personhood is not her own. Instead it belongs to first her father, and then to Henry.

They are literal man and wife, but they are also the conqueror and the conquered. Though she

possesses monarchical power at face-value, her ‘vulnerability’ to being conquered means her power

in essence amounts to nothing in the face of  Henry’s power. Just as England had conquered France

and any goodwill was a gesture and nothing more, so it is with Katherine and Henry and their union.

In The Blazing World, the Empress—who is the supreme ruler of  the blazing world—places

herself  in a masucline role, over the other women and exerting her superior power over them. In this

way, Shakespeare and Cavendish both show how women in assertive, powerful, or otherwise

independent roles were still a new and perhaps even radical concept. The positive and uplifting

association with powerful women that the modern feminist movement attempts to uphold is

juxtaposed against the more aggressive and sometimes brutal image of  powerful women in the 17th

century.

In The Blazing World, it is Cavendish’s main character, the Empress through which we see

how women in monarchy—if  they are not the conquered of  their husbands—are then the dominant

absolute monarchs of  their nation, their community. In the text, the Empress reorganizes, reorders,

and reconstitutes the laws, the societal institutions and philosophies that make up the blazing world

as is her right as the empress. Here the Empress is a spiritual, governmental, and philosophical

leader to the people of  the blazing world. Yet, in tandem with her benevolent and wise leadership,



the Empress also shows how her position gives her dominance over the other citizens, specifically

over the other women. In the text, after having discussed and placed into law what should be taken

as scientific fact and what should comprise philosophical discussion, the Empress “considered by

herself  the manner of  their religion, and finding it very defective, was troubled…and to that end she

resolved to build churches, and make also up a congregation of  women, whereof  she intended to be

the head herself ” (171). By joining the other women together and saying that their role in the church

is strictly limited to that, the Empress shows how her personhood and identity is tied to being their

absolute monarch. Iyengar discusses how Cavendish displays the autonomy and independence of

women, since they “are excluded from citizenship and full subjecthood, the only available position

for them is absolute monarchy” (659). The Empress’ only place for individual identity exists in the

place above everyone else, as Iyengar continues because “a man can achieve autonomous subjectivity

through service to a monarch, but a woman can become an autonomous subject only by being a

monarch herself ” (659-660). Her position of  power is deeply entwined, almost seemingly dependent

on the dominance she possesses over other women—along with beast-men—in her society. Though

she trains them to take up positions of  power as well, she places herself  as the top, the leader, the

intellectual among women. In essence, the ‘man’. She herself  can only be powerful and independent

when she takes on traits of  a man (that of  focusing on intellectual pursuits as well as religious

leadership) and when she establishes that she is superior. In contrast to Katherine, whose identity is

‘conquered’, the Empress’ must ‘rule’ over others’.

In both of  these 17th-century works we can see early depictions of

feminism—protofeminism—which give us a glimpse into the uncertainty of  navigating how women

were depicted in positions of  power. Although nowadays we may like to say that authors would not



encode female power with such imagery of  dominance over others, such is not the case. Indeed, the

aggression and exclusion that is often inspired by feminism is what critics frequently cite. While we’d

like to think that we are now living in a different time to Cavendish and Shakespeare, the truth is

perhaps more bleak, that not much has changed. Though we try to show women in roles of

leadership and power in modern media, in truth many remain stories of  stepping over one’s enemies

for a bid for dominance, all to avoid the fate of  those who lose that battle.

By taking these examples of  protofeminist thinking, Cavendish’sThe Blazing World and

Shakespeare’s King Henry V explore this theme of  femalepower and independence only being

achievable through control and dominance. In King Henry V, this is seen not just in the female

character Katherine’s fate as a bartering tool of  war, but in the larger existing metaphor of  the war

between France and England as a whole, and the filtered vision of  England’s history and victories. In

The Blazing World, the larger metaphor for the Empress’ reign and control over the rest of  her

subjects displays how her autonomy is only able to be executed through putting down others. In

both, we see how this narrative of  dominate-or-be-dominated does the opposite of  empowering

female agency. Rather, it traps us in the infinite narrative of  always fighting to keep each other down.

In order to break that narrative, the thematic link between control and aggression with autonomy

and identity needs to be severed—first perhaps in media—so we can replicate it in our lives.
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